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Injectable, shear-thinning, photocrosslinkable, and
tissue-adhesive hydrogels composed of diazirine-
modified hyaluronan and dendritic
polyethyleneimine†

Arvind K. Singh Chandel,a Athira Sreedevi Madhavikutty, a Saki Okada,a

Zhang Qiming, a Natsuko F. Inagaki, a Seiichi Ohta a,b and Taichi Ito *a,b,c

In the present study, we report the first synthesis of diazirine-modified hyaluronic acid (HA–DAZ). In

addition, we also produced a precursor polymer solution composed of HA–DAZ and dendritic polyethyl-

eneimine (DPI) that showed strong shear-thinning properties. Furthermore, its viscosity was strongly

reduced (i.e., from 5 × 105 mPa s at 10−3 s−1 to 6 × 101 mPa s at 103 s−1), substantially, which enhanced

solution injectability using a 21 G needle. After ultraviolet irradiation at 365 nm and 6 mW cm−2, the HA–

DAZ/DPI solution achieved rapid gelation, as measured using the stirring method, and its gelation time

decreased from 200 s to 9 s as the total concentrations of HA–DAZ and DPI increased. Following UV

irradiation, the storage modulus increased from 40 to 200 Pa. In addition, reversible sol–gel transition and

self-healing properties were observed even after UV irradiation. This suggests that the HA–DAZ/DPI

hydrogel was crosslinked in multiple ways, i.e., via covalent bonding between the diazirine and amine

groups and via intermolecular interactions, including hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interactions, and

hydrophobic interactions. A lap shear test showed that the HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel exhibited strong adhe-

siveness as a fibrin glue following UV irradiation. Finally, the HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel showed higher tissue

reinforcement than fibrin glue in an ex vivo burst pressure test of the porcine esophageal mucosa.

1. Introduction

Hyaluronic acid (HA), also known as hyaluronan, is a major
component of the extracellular matrix in vertebrate tissues.1,2

Due to its highly hydrated structure and unique viscoelastic
properties in the water, HA has been well-studied in various
medical applications, e.g., eye drops, osteoarthritis treatments,
and antiperitoneal adhesion. HA is composed of D-glucuronic
acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. The carboxy group of
D-glucuronic acid is important for the chemical modifications
required to synthesize HA derivatives.3 Using these HA hydro-
gels, several in situ cross-linkable hydrogels4 have been pro-
duced via Schiff base formation,5 disulfide bonding,6 Michael

addition,7 copper-free click reactions8 and enzymatic cross-
linking using HRP and H2O2.

9 Many potential medical use
cases of hydrogels with these properties have been proposed.

Injectable and photocrosslinkable hydrogels have numer-
ous medical uses, including anti-esophagus stenosis or
hemostasis after endoscopic submucosal dissection,10 wound
headlining,11,12 dermatological fillers,13 viscosity-supplemen-
tation for osteoarthritis treatment,14 ophthalmic drug delivery
formulations,15 3D printing,16 and tissue engineering
scaffolds.17 A single-component precursor polymer solution is
injected via a catheter or syringe, and then irradiated to
achieve crosslinking. Due to the high biocompatibility of HA,
several injectable and photocrosslinkable HA-based hydro-
gels18 have been produced. One popular approach involves
using HA modified with glycidyl methacrylate19 or N-(3-amino-
propyl)methacrylamide20 to achieve light-induced radical
polymerization. In addition, photodimerization of HA–cinna-
mate,21 the pectin-conjugated norbornene photo-click reac-
tion,22 imine ligation via o-nitrobenzyl,23 the S-nitrosylation
coupling reaction,24 the [2 + 2] photocycloaddition reaction of
coumarin,25 the thiol–ene photo-click reaction,26 the Diels–
Alder reaction, and furan under the catalysis of lithium phenyl-
2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate-27 have all been used for
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photocrosslinkable systems. However, most of these photocros-
slinking systems use photoinitiators18–20,22,23,25,26 that may
induce potential cytotoxicity. They also require irradiation using
250–370 nm UV light, which can damage cells.21,22,24

Diazirine28-based photocrosslinked hydrogels are of interest
because diazirines react under biologically safe long UV wave-
lengths (i.e., 350–360 nm) which causes minimal photodam-
age to cells. In addition, diazirine-based photocrosslinking
does not require the addition of photoinitiators and produces
only nitrogen as a byproduct; these advantages minimize the
potential toxicity of hydrogel formation. Moreover, diazirines
are stable in both acids and bases, do not react with common
nucleophiles and electrophiles, and can be stored at room
temperature.29 These characteristics therefore also make dia-
zirine an important tool for photoaffinity labeling. Although
the properties of diazirine make it a suitable component for
photocrosslinkable hydrogels, few studies have reported the
use of diazirine in photoreactive hydrogels. For example,
Mogal et al.24 and Gao et al.,30 reported the use of a PAMAM-g-
diazirine-based photocrosslinkable bioadhesive. In these
studies, the authors found that the diazirine moiety reacts
quickly with a primary amine under UV-A light (i.e., 365 nm).
This means that a diazirine-conjugated polymer and the
amine moiety of a tissue protein will crosslink when exposed
to biologically safe UV-A light. Moreover, this crosslinking reac-
tion provides adhesion between the polymer and tissue even
under wet conditions. Furthermore, the strength of the conju-
gated diazirine-based adhesive can be tuned by varying the
degree of substitution. In addition, Wang et al.31,32 also
reported protein–diazirine-based photocrosslinked hydrogels.
Therefore a polymer using a diazirine 4-[3-(trifluoromethyl)-
3H-diazirin-3-yl]benzene hydrophobic moiety combined with a
highly hydrophilic HA backbone is ideal for fabricating diazir-
ine-based hydrogels.

In recent years, shear-thinning and self-healing properties33

have attracted the attention of researchers of injectable gels.
The ability to reduce viscosity in high shear rate regions
reduces pressure drops and markedly improves injectability.
Both features have proven to be useful for the administration
of gels through long and thin catheters34 or in bio-ink appli-
cations. Indeed, several HA-based shear-thinning injectable
hydrogels35,36 have been produced as well as bio-inks for use
in 3D applications.37 However, to date no shear-thinning gels
produced using diazirine have been reported.

In the present study, we synthesized diazirine-modified HA
(HA–DAZ) for the first time. This was then mixed with water-
soluble dendritic polyethene imine (DPI) for further photocros-
slinking via UV-A irradiation at 365 nm (Fig. 1). This com-
pound contains numerous qualities thought to be advan-
tageous for tissue adhesion applications, including the high
biocompatibility of the HA backbone, its durability in the
absence of an initiator, the relatively long wavelength of the
UV light used, and the generation of safe byproducts following
DAZ conjugation.

The flow curve of the HA–DAZ/DPI solution was measured
using a rheometer to evaluate its injectability and shear-thin-

ning properties, which are important for its ejection through a
narrow tube or catheter. Furthermore, the gelation rate and
rheological properties of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels were
measured following photocrosslinking via UV-A treatment at
365 nm. The cytocompatibility of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels was
also assessed using NIH3T3 cells. Finally, the tissue adhesive-
ness of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels was evaluated using a lap shear
adhesion test and a burst pressure test.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials

HA (molecular weight: 850 kDa) was kindly donated by Denka
Co., Ltd (Tokyo, Japan). DPI (Polymin® PS; molecular weight:
750 kDa) was kindly donated by BASF (Ludwigshafen,
Germany). Sodium hexametaphosphate, Minimum Essential
Medium with Eagle’s salts, 4-[3-(trifluoromethyl)-3H-diazirin-3-
yl]benzylamine hydrochloride (DAZ), and 1-hydroxybenzotria-
zole hydrate (HOBt) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St Louis, USA). Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM), penicillin–streptomycin–amphotericin B suspension,
and fetal bovine serum (FBS) were all purchased from Wako
Pure Chemical Ind. (Osaka, Japan). 1-Ethyl-3-(3-(dimethyl-
amino)propyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) was pur-
chased from Peptide Institute, Inc. (Osaka, Japan). A dialysis
membrane (Spectra/Por; molecular weight cut-off: 6–8 kDa)
was purchased from Spectrum Laboratories Inc. (Rancho
Dominguez, USA). Normal saline was purchased from Otsuka
Pharmaceutical (Tokyo, Japan). Finally, Beriplast® P fibrin
glue was purchased from CSL Behring (King of Prussia, USA).

2.2 Synthesis of HA–DAZ

HA–DAZ was prepared using a carbodiimide reaction.
Specifically, 0.5 g (0.0013 mol) of HA was dissolved in 150 mL
of distilled water. Thereafter, 1.13 g (0.0059 mol) of EDC was
dissolved in 10 mL of distilled water and added to the HA solu-
tion dropwise. Next, 0.80 g (0.0059 mol) of HOBt was dissolved
in 5 mL of DMSO, added to the abovementioned solution, and
stirred for 15–20 min. 0.33 g of DAZ was then dissolved in

Fig. 1 Diagrams illustrating the present research. (A) An aqueous
mixture of diazirine-modified hyaluronic acid (HA–DAZ) and dendritic
poly(ethyleneimine) (DPI). (B) Shear-thinning properties of the mixture.
(C) Photocrosslinking in the presence of UV light postinjection.
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10 mL of DMSO in the dark and added to the HA solution
dropwise. The reaction pH was maintained at 5.5, and the
solution was stirred for 20–24 h at room temperature in the
dark. The reaction mixture was then subjected to dialysis
against pure water for 72 h, during which time dialysis water
was periodically replaced with pure water. After dialysis, the
dialyzed solution was then lyophilized and a dried sample was
stored in an airtight container in the dark at 4 °C.

2.3 Preparation of HA–DAZ and a HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

HA–DAZ (1%, w/v) and DPI (3.3%, w/v) solutions were first pre-
pared using distilled water. An equal volume of each solution
was mixed in a Petri dish (25 mm) at 25 °C, generating a molar
ratio of DAZ (in HA–DAZ) : NH2 (in DPI) of 1 : 16. The resulting
solution was then exposed to 6 mW cm−2 UV light generated
by a Supercure-204S UV light source (SAN-El Electronic, Osaka,
Japan) for five min to obtain a crosslinked hydrogel. We then
measured the effect of the prepolymer solution concentration
on gelation time. To measure gelation time, we first added
100 μL of an aqueous solution containing HA–DAZ (10 mg
mL−1) and DPI (40 mg mL−1) (volume ratio 1 : 1) to a Petri dish
and stirred the solution at 300 rpm using a stirrer (RS-1DR; AS
ONE, Osaka, Japan) and stir bar (2 × 5 mm). The solution was
then exposed to 6 mW cm−2 UV light at a wavelength of
365 nm, and the rotation of a magnetic bar was observed via a
digital camera held at a fixed position during sample mixing.
We determined the gelation time as the time taken for the
mixture to become a globule.

2.4 Characterization of HA–DAZ and the HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogel

Synthesis of HA–DAZ was confirmed using 1H NMR (JEOL
JNM-A500, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). The 1H NMR was performed
using 32 scans with a relaxation time of 8 seconds. Polymers
were dissolved in D2O prior to 1H NMR analysis. The degree of
modification of HA–DAZ was then determined by comparing
the peak area integration of DAZ and the HA backbone.
Subsequently, we obtained Fourier-transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FT-IR) spectra of HA, HA–DAZ, and DPI using the
potassium bromide disk method and an FT-IR-4200ST spectro-
meter (JASCO, Tokyo, Japan) with a potassium bromide pallet
for each polymer. Furthermore, the molecular weight distri-
butions of different polymers were determined via gel per-
meation chromatography (GPC) using a chromatograph
equipped with an LC-10ADVP pump (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan)
and an 830-RI differential refractive index detector (JASCO,
Tokyo, Japan) as described previously.38 All GPC measure-
ments were performed at room temperature using a TSK-Gel
GMPWXL column (TOSOH, Tokyo, Japan) at a flow rate of
0.5 mL min−1, with a sodium phosphate buffer (0.05 M;
adjusted to pH 6.7). NaCl (0.2 M) was used as the eluent.
Finally, molecular weights were determined relative to dextran
standards (Extrasynthese, Genay, France). Next, the internal
morphology of the swelled HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel was observed
using a scanning electron microscope (SEM; S-900, Hitachi,
Tokyo, Japan). We calculated the average pore size of the

photo-crosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel using SEM images.
The dynamic light scattering (DLS) technique was used to
investigate the different molecular interactions between HA–
DAZ and DPI. Briefly, we prepared separate 0.1% (w/v) HA–DAZ
and DPI solutions in distilled water, and the hydrodynamic
size distributions of HA–DAZ, DPI, and a mixture (1 : 1) were
measured at 25 °C by DLS using a Malvern Instruments
Zetasizer Nano ZS90.

2.5 Measurements of the rheological properties of HA–DAZ/
DPI solutions and the hydrogel

For rheological measurements, equal amounts of HA or HA–
DAZ solution and HA–DAZ/DPI solution were injected using a
syringe into silicone molds (diameter: 25 mm; depth: 1.0 mm)
to achieve a final concentration of HA or HA–DAZ of 3.0%
(w/v). Next, the resulting mixture was irradiated using 6 mW
cm−2 of UV light to obtain homogeneous hydrogel disks.
Dynamic oscillatory frequency and strain sweep experiments
were then performed using an MCR301 rheometer (Anton
Paar, Graz, Austria) using parallel-plate geometry (PP25; dia-
meter: 25 mm; gap = 1.0 mm) for hydrogel samples and cone-
plate geometry (CP50-1-27711; diameter: 50 mm; cone angle:
0.976°) for solution samples. All measurements were per-
formed in triplicate using the same setup; we also included a
humidity chamber to avoid undue influence of water evapor-
ation. The representative gap was adjusted by compressing the
hydrogel until a normal force of approximately 30 mN was
achieved. A strain sweep experiment (at 25 °C or 37 °C and
1 Hz) was then performed to determine the yield stress of the
precursor solution and the photocrosslinked hydrogel.

2.6 Assessments of the swelling and degradation of the HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogel

Next, we conducted in vitro swelling and degradation tests for
the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel in pH 7.4, pH 5.0
buffers, and cell culture medium. The initial weight of each
sample was measured before experimentation, and the hydro-
gels were placed in 25 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
pH 7.4, acetate buffer pH 5.0, and DMEM cell culture at 37 °C.
Samples were weighted during incubation at specific intervals.
A total of four replications were performed for each condition.
Experiments were conducted until the degradation was almost
complete.

2.7 Evaluating the cytotoxicity of HA–DAZ and the HA–DAZ/
DPI hydrogel

We then assessed the cytotoxicity of the photocrosslinked HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogel using a water-soluble tetrazolium salt
(WST-8) assay (Cell Counting Kit 8, Dojindo, Kumamoto,
Japan). Briefly, NIH3T3 cells were seeded onto 24-well plates
with DMEM supplemented with 1% PSA and 10% FBS growth
medium at a density of 3 × 104 cells per well. Cells were then
allowed to grow for 24 h. A fresh DMEM cell culture medium
containing HA or HA–DAZ was then transferred to each well to
achieve final polymer concentrations of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and
1.0 wt%. The cytotoxicity of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels was also
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assessed by incubating 50 to 400 mg of hydrogel samples with
cells in 500 μL of culture medium. This was performed
without direct contact using cell culture inserts (FALCON®
Transwell) (Fig. S1A†) or with direct contact (Fig. S1B†). Next, a
WST-8 assay to measure cell viability was performed 48 h after
incubation at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Specifically, we added 50 μL
of tetrazolium salt solution (WST-8) to each well and incubated
at 37 °C for 2 h. The absorbance at 450 nm was then measured
using a plate reader (2030 ARVO V3; PerkinElmer, Waltham,
MA, USA). Cell viability was then calculated by normalizing the
obtained absorbance for each well to that of control wells that
contained no test materials according to the following
equation:

Cell viability ð%Þ ¼ Abssample � Absblank
Abscontrol � Absblank

� 100

here, Abssample, Absblank, and Abscontrol represent the absor-
bance values of the sample well, blank well (i.e., containing
only culture medium), and positive control well, respectively.
The WST assay was conducted using four replicates for each
polymer and the hydrogel.

2.8 Measurement of the adhesive strength of the
photocrosslinkable HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

Next, we evaluated the adhesive strength of the photocrosslink-
able HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel using porcine esophageal mucosa
tissue and tensile test equipment (CR-3000EX-S, Sun Scientific
Co., Tokyo, Japan). This test was performed using based on a
lap shear method reported previously with slight modifi-
cation.39 Briefly, two rectangular pieces of porcine esophageal
mucosa were cut into rectangles of approximately 40 × 10 mm
(length × width). Next, 0.1 mL of a precursor polymer solution
was applied uniformly onto the inner surface of each sample
of esophageal mucosa, which was then exposed to 6 mW cm−2

of UV light for two minutes. Subsequently, both tissue
samples were positioned to overlap at the hydrogel site, and
UV light was again applied to the interface from both sides for
five minutes. After complete gelation, the lap shear test was
performed using a dynamic mechanical analyzer with a speed
of 5 mm min−1, and the adhesion energy was measured using
a 180° peeling test. Adhesion forces were calculated according
to the following equation:

Adhesion strength ðPaÞ ¼ Force ðNÞ
Overlaped area ðm2Þ :

Four samples were tested for each group.

2.9 Measurement of the burst pressure of the
photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

To determine the efficacy of the hydrogel system as a tissue
sealant, we performed a burst test using a custom-designed
and fabricated apparatus based on another reported by Hong
et al. with slight modification.38 Briefly, porcine esophageal
mucosa samples were cut into circles with diameters of 50 mm
and fixed to the upper surface of a custom-made burst
pressure device to seal a small hole (2 mm in diameter).

Subsequently, another small hole (2 mm in diameter) was
created in the center of the tissue sample using a biopsy
punch.39 Thereafter, 1 mL of a prepolymer mixture solution
was applied to the porcine esophageal mucosa circle to cover
the hole and 6 mW cm−2 of UV light was applied to the prepo-
lymer solution for 5–10 min to achieve crosslinking. A
measurement device was then attached to a PBS-filled syringe
pump, and PBS solution was then injected into the device at a
flow rate of 1 mL min−1. Finally, burst pressure was recorded
using a digital pressure gauge. This experiment was repeated
to generate four technical replicates.

3. Results
3.1 Synthesis and characterization of HA–DAZ

Here, we synthesized HA–DAZ using a simple carbodiimide
conjugation reaction between the amine group of DAZ and the
carboxylic group of HA (Fig. 2A). This conjugation was con-
firmed via 1H NMR spectroscopy, where we observed that HA
and HA–DAZ showed a peak at 1.88 ppm, representing the
–CH3 group of the acetamido moiety of N-acetyl-D-glucos-
amine. Characteristic diazirine peaks were visible at
7.0–7.5 ppm, corresponding to the aromatic 4H proton. Next,
the degree of substitution of HA–DAZ was calculated using the
peak area integration ratio of the aromatic 4H proton of DAZ
(7.0–7.5 ppm) to three protons of the CH3 group of the acet-
amido moiety of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine at 1.88 ppm (Fig. 2B);
the calculated degree of substitution was 30%. We note that
the peak between 3.0–3.5 ppm may be derived from an acyl
urea side product formed by the carbodiimide reaction. Even
after intensive purification via dialysis, this side product was
difficult to remove. A control experiment was also conducted
using a mixture of HA and DAZ without a carbodiimide
reagent, followed by 1H NMR measurement before and after
dialysis (Fig. S2†). In this test, the peak from DAZ completely
disappeared after dialysis, which suggests that DAZ detected in

Fig. 2 Synthesis of HA–DAZ. (A) Schematic representation of HA–DAZ
synthesis. (B) 1H NMR spectra, (C) FT-IR spectra, and (D) UV-vis spectra
of HA, diazirine, and HA–diazirine.
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the HA–DAZ sample by 1H NMR was not absorbed but was
rather conjugated to the HA backbone.

Next, HA–DAZ was characterized via FT-IR spectroscopy.
The modification of HA with DAZ was indicated by the emer-
gence of a new peak at 1640 cm−1, which reflected CvO
stretching of amide groups. Moreover, the decreased peak
intensity of the CvO stretch (1715 cm−1) and the presence of
C–N stretching at 1306 cm−1 and 1275 cm−1 in HA–DAZ indi-
cated that DAZ was conjugated to the carboxylic groups of HA
(Fig. 2C). This conjugation was further confirmed by measur-
ing the UV absorbance of the HA and HA–DAZ aqueous solu-
tions. Here, a diazirine peak at 348 nm detected when analyz-
ing the HA–DAZ solution confirmed successful conjugation,
and this peak was absent around 348 nm in unmodified HA
(Fig. 2D). The degree of substitution was also confirmed by UV
spectroscopy using the DAZ calibration curve (Fig. S3†). This
calculated degree of substitution was 32.9%, which supported
the degree of substitution calculated from the 1H NMR
measurement. The molecular weights of HA–DAZ and HA were
then compared using GPC. The elution time of HA–DAZ was
slightly lower than unmodified HA, which also confirmed the
modification of HA with DAZ (Fig. S4†).

3.2 Synthesis and characterization of photocrosslinked HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogels

The photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel was obtained by
mixing HA–DAZ and DPI solutions and applying UV
irradiation at 6 mW cm−2 for five minutes (Fig. 3A). Gelation

time was measured using the stirring method, and we
observed that the magnetic stir bar stopped during the gela-
tion of HA–DAZ (Fig. 3B). The gelation time of the HA–DAZ/
DPI hydrogel was then optimized by changing the concen-
tration of the prepolymer solution from 1.0% to 1.5%, 2.0%,
3% and 4% (w/v), but keeping the ratio of HA–DAZ and DPI
constant for each phase of the reaction. Here, gelation time
depended mainly on the concentration of the prepolymer solu-
tion, i.e., it decreased markedly as the concentration of the pre-
cursor polymer solution increased.

To prepare the hydrogel and perform further experiments,
one ration was selected from all combinations. The same
volume of 1 w/v% HA–DAZ and 3.3 w/v% DPI was mixed and
thus the final concentration of the polymers was 2.15 w/v%.
The molar ratio of DAZ groups to amine groups was 8 to 24.
The gelation time and the light irradiation power were 42 ± 4 s
and 6 mW cm−2, respectively. Next, we observed that the
internal morphology of the lyophilized HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel
as revealed by SEM indicated a highly porous structure, as
shown in Fig. 3C. The degree of porosity was also calculated
from obtained SEM images, yielding an average pore size of
8.1 μm (Fig. S5†). Gelation was confirmed via rheological
experiments. A frequency sweep was conducted with an HA–
DAZ/DPI precursor polymer solution and a photocrosslinked
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel using a frequency range from 0.01 to
100 Hz s−1. G′ > G″ was observed for the crosslinked hydrogel.
The precursor polymer solution also showed G′ > G″, but its G′
value was less different than the corresponding G″ value
(Fig. 3D).

Interestingly, the HA–DAZ/DPI precursor polymer solution
would likely form a weak physical hydrogel due to electrostatic
interactions between the negative charge of HA and the posi-
tive charge of DPI as well as the hydrophobic interaction of
DPI. Despite this, the HA–DAZ/DPI precursor polymer solution
could still flow. However, after photocrosslinking the HA–DAZ/
DPI precursor polymer solution changed into a stable hydro-
gel. Moreover, G′ increased from 40 to 200 Pa following UV-
mediated crosslinking. These values indicate that the
materials are soft but may be used as a tissue adhesive. The
gelation reaction was also performed using PBS (pH 7.4)
buffer and DMEM as a solvent, followed by a rheological
measurement via frequency sweep test (Fig. S6†). However,
similar rheological behavior was observed in both cases.

3.3 Shear-thinning and self-healing properties of the
HA–DAZ/DPI precursor solutions and the photocrosslinked
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

Hydrogels designed for injection must show excellent inject-
ability to be useful. Here, the strong shear-thinning behavior
of the HA–DAZ/DPI solution was detected using a flow curve
before crosslinking at 25 °C (Fig. 4A). Moreover, the viscosity
of the HA–DAZ/DPI solution decreased as the shear rate
increased. This coincided with rheological measurements
(Fig. 3D) in which the HA–DAZ/DPI precursor polymer solution
showed similar G′ and G″ values. Since the mixture of unmodi-
fied HA and DPI showed stronger shear-thinning than that of

Fig. 3 Gelation of the HA–DAZ/DPI solution due to UV irradiation. (A)
Upper panel: UV crosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel. Lower panel:
Gelation time measurement using the magnetic bar stop method.
During the reaction, N2 bubbles were generated in the hydrogel follow-
ing UV irradiation. (B) The effect of polymer concentration on gelation
time (n = 4). (C) Cross-sectional SEM image of a photocrosslinked HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogel. (D) Frequency sweep of HA–DAZ/DPI before and
after photocrosslinking.
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HA, electrostatic interactions likely contributed to the shear-
thinning behavior of the HA–DAZ/DPI precursor polymer solu-
tion. Furthermore, hydrophobic interactions also likely con-
tributed to this behavior since the HA–DAZ solution exhibited
greater shear-thinning than that exhibited by HA alone. In
addition, the fact that the HA–DAZ/DPI solution had the stron-
gest shear-thinning of all the solutions suggested that inter-
molecular interactions likely functioned to coordinate this
effect in the solution. The ratio of the viscosity at 10−3 s−1 to
that at 103 s−1 was >104, which is as high as that found in car-
bomers (carbopols) as well as in commercially available shear-
thinning hydrogels composed of crosslinked polyacrylic acid.40

Alternative strain sweeps of the HA–DAZ/DPI precursor
polymer solution revealed a repeated sol–gel transition
induced by shearing (Fig. 4B). The restructuring time from sol
to gel was <10 s, which is sufficiently rapid to prevent dripping
from the injection site. Moreover, when HA–DAZ was photo-
crosslinked with DPI via covalent bonding, the sol–gel tran-
sition was still observed, and the degree of shear-thinning
became more pronounced. Taken together these effects
suggest that the number of covalent bonds was not as high as
the number of physical intermolecular interactions, even after
photoirradiation (Fig 4C). Furthermore, these results indicate
the usefulness of the developed hydrogel as an injectable self-
healing material. The obtained results were not significantly
altered when the temperature was changed from 25 °C to
37 °C (Fig. S7†). The effect of the mixing ratio of HA–DAZ and
DPI was also examined in Fig. S8A–C.† The volume ratio of
HA–DAZ and DPI precursor polymer solution was varied as

1 : 0.5, 1 : 1, and 1 : 1.5, leading to the molar ratio of DAZ/NH2

as 1 : 8, 1 : 16, and 1 : 24. As a result, it was found that the
mechanical property of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel increased with
decreasing amount of DPI.

3.4 Cytocompatibility of the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogel

Next, the cytocompatibility of HA–DAZ and photocrosslinked
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel was assessed using NIH3T3 fibroblastic
cells. This test aimed to determine the toxicity induced by the
introduction of the diazirine moiety to HA and the cross-
linking with DPI. Although unmodified HA exhibited excellent
cytocompatibility at concentrations of ≤0.2% (Fig. 5A), cell via-
bility decreased as the concentration of HA–DAZ increased
above 0.2%. In addition, DPI showed a stronger negative effect
on cell viability than HA–DAZ due to its cationic nature
(Fig. S9A†). In contrast, the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogel showed excellent cytocompatibility. Fig. 5B shows the
cell viability of NIH3T3 cells incubated with HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogels without direct contact (i.e., using the cell culture
insert). We found that cell viability was not affected by increas-
ing the amount of hydrogel and was similar (90–100%) for
hydrogel sample weights of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 g per well.
Moreover, even under direct contact between hydrogels and
cells, cell viability was higher than 70% within the examined
dose range, suggesting good cytocompatibility (Fig. S9B†). The
fact that the HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels showed higher cytocom-
patibility than their precursor polymers (i.e., HA–DAZ and DPI)
may be due to their fixation inside the hydrogel matrix. By
photocrosslinking, precursor polymers become fixed in the

Fig. 5 Cytocompatibility and biodegradability of the HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogel. (A) Cell viability of NIH3T3 cells in the presence of different HA
and HA–DAZ concentrations. (B) Cell viability relative to the amount of
HA–DAZ hydrogel applied. (C) Swelling and degradation of HA–DAZ/DPI
hydrogels at different pH values (n = 4).

Fig. 4 Shear-thinning and self-healing properties of the HA–DAZ/DPI
solution and hydrogel. (A) Flow curves of the HA, HA–DAZ, HA/DPI, and
HA–DAZ/DPI solutions. (B and C) Self-healing properties indicated by an
alternative strain sweep before (B) and after (C) photocrosslinking.
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hydrogel matrix, which prevents their free diffusion to cells. As
a result, although the precursor polymers showed some degree
of cytotoxicity, this was strongly reduced after photo-cross-
linking. It should be noted that for their in vivo application,
there is a possibility that free DAZ exposed on the hydrogel
surface, as well as that contained in degraded products, may
induce toxicity within tissue. Further research is needed to
establish the safety of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels in vivo.

3.5 Swelling and degradation kinetics of the
photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

Hydrogel swelling and degradation are important properties
for biomedical applications. Although the diazirine moiety is
extremely hydrophobic due to its benzene ring and fluorine,
HA–DAZ can dissolve in the water due to the high hydrophili-
city of HA.

The swelling of the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel
was observed at pH 7.4 and 5.0 in PBS (Fig. 5C). The
maximum swelling of the hydrogel was attained at 6 h at pH
5.0, pH 7.4, and cell culture medium. After the maximum
swelling at pH 5.0, pH 7.4, and cell culture medium, the hydro-
gels were gradually degraded for approximately 2 weeks. The
degradation rate of the hydrogel at pH 5 was slightly higher
than that at pH 7.4. Since HA–DAZ has an anionic nature due
to the presence of a carboxylic group in HA, and DPI has a cat-
ionic nature due to its primary, secondary, and tertiary
amines, there is likely an electrostatic interaction between
them. This electrostatic interaction can be altered by pH due
to changes in the degree of deprotonation/protonation.
Therefore, we concluded that this electrostatic interaction may
cause differences in the swelling and degradation behaviour of
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels between pH 5.0 and pH 7.4. Taken
together, the favourable degradability values and low toxicity
suggest that the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel may
be useful for various medical applications in the future.

3.6 Bioadhesion and burst pressure resistance tests of the
photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

The bioadhesion of hydrogels can prevent their slippage from
the target trauma site in vivo: thus, bioadhesion is important
for developing new wound dressings, tissue sealants, hemo-
stats, and scaffolds for tissue engineering. Moreover, good
bioadhesion can help promote biointegration, biocompatibil-
ity, and tissue regeneration under physiological conditions.41

To evaluate the ex vivo bioadhesion efficacy of the photocross-
linked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel, lap shear tensile tests were per-
formed (Fig. 6A and B).

During tensile tests, the elongation force increased with
extension, and the sample finally fractured at a maximum
force. The adhesion strength of photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI
and fibrin glue samples were 1600 ± 110 Pa and 1550 ± 87 Pa,
respectively (Fig. 6C). In contrast, the adhesion strength of the
HA–DAZ/DPI solution was 480 ± 7.4 Pa. Furthermore, appli-
cation of the only HA–DAZ solution and subsequent photoirra-
diation also resulted in a comparable adhesion strength (1586
± 316 Pa) as the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel

(Fig. S10†). Taken together, these results suggest that photo-
crosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels show a higher adhesive
strength than the fibrin glue and uncrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI
solution since the UV-reactive DAZ moiety reacts with a
primary amine of the substrate tissue. In addition, the increase
in shear moduli due to crosslinking between DAZ and the
amine may have prevented cohesion failure. The time-depen-
dent adhesion strength of HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels under wet
conditions was compared with fibrin glue using porcine eso-
phageal mucosa via lap shear testing. Both HA–DAZ/DPI and
fibrin glue lost their tissue adhesiveness after 24 hours and
48 hours, respectively (Fig. S11†)

The burst pressure of photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI
(Fig. 6D and Fig. S12A†) was significantly higher than that of
fibrin glue. Fig. 6E shows that an increase in chamber pressure
caused by flow from the syringe pump induced the defor-
mation of set hydrogels. After plastic deformation, the hydro-

Fig. 6 Bioadhesion and burst pressure resistance of photocrosslinked
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels. Bioadhesion tests examined adhesion to
porcine esophageal mucosa and burst pressure tests tested hydrogel
blockage of a pinhole in porcine esophageal mucosa samples. (A)
Experimental setup for the lap-shear test. (B) Force curve of the lap
shear test. (C) Comparison of the adhesive strength of the photocros-
slinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel and fibrin glue. (D) Schematic illustration
of the burst pressure test. (E) Pressure time course for the burst test.
Pressure increased gradually while the water pressure of the syringe
pump was kept at a constant flow rate; hydrogels burst under pressure
at the indicated pressure value. (F) Comparison of the burst pressure of
photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogels and fibrin glue. Data are
shown as mean ± standard deviation. ANOVA results: *p < 0.05, **p <
0.01, and ***p < 0.001.
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gels ruptured, and the maximum pressure recorded was
defined as the burst pressure. The burst pressure of the photo-
crosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel was 187 ± 27 mmHg (24.9 ±
3.6 kPa), which is approximately three times higher than that
of fibrin glue (61 ± 4 mmHg; 8.1 ± 0.5 kPa) (Fig. 6F). Moreover,
the burst pressure of the uncrosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI solution
was 7.6 ± 2.6 mmHg (1.0 ± 0.3 kPa), which is much lower than
that of fibrin glue. It has been reported that PAMAM-g-diazir-
ine displayed a burst pressure of 60 to 345 mmHg (8 to 46 kPa)
against collagen/cellulose films. These films are soft tissue-
mimicking films based on collagen cellulose composite films
used for in vitro assessment of various biomedical and diag-
nostics applications and showed a burst pressure of 47.4 ±
10.4 mmHg (6.3 ± 1.38 kPa) against the porcine esophagus. In
contrast, a mixture of chitosan, 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-
ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), and N-hydroxy succi-
nimide showed a burst pressure of 160 mmHg (21.33 kPa)
against porcine hepatic portal vein tissue. Although it is
difficult to compare these values directly since burst pressures
are measured against different tissues using different
methods, the burst pressure of the photocrosslinked HA–DAZ/
DPI hydrogel was within a similar range. It was also higher
than the systolic blood pressure found in healthy individuals
(i.e., 120 mmHg or 15.99 kPa) as well as intestine pressure (i.e.,
3 to 30 kPa). Therefore, these results indicate that the photo-
crosslinked HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel is a promising material for
use as a sealing hemostat. After the rupture of the hydrogels in
a burst pressure test, we observed adhesion failure at the
applied positions of the HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel and fibrin glue
over the substrate tissue. In this case, the hydrogels were not
punctured but were separated from the substrate tissue.
However, uncrosslinked HA–DAZ could not form a rigid gel;
therefore, cohesion failure was observed before adhesion
failure.

4. Discussion

Diazirine is a photoreactive moiety that allows in situ cross-
linking via the formation of carbene, which is highly reactive
with primary amines and produces no toxic byproducts.
Diazirine and its conjugates are also stable in both acidic and
basic environments as well as under ambient light exposure
during routine chemical synthesis,42,43 Here, we report the
first test of diazirine-conjugated HA and an associated photo-
crosslinking injectable hydrogel. Moreover, to the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first in which diazirine was conju-
gated with any natural polysaccharide. Despite the hydro-
phobic diazine moiety of HA–DAZ, due to its extremely hydro-
philicity of the HA backbone, the obtained HA–DAZ material
was water soluble. Several photoreactive functional groups,
including aryl azide and benzophenone, are often used during
the development of photocrosslinkable materials. However,
diazirine has several advantages over these groups, including
its activation at a wavelength of light (∼355 nm) that does not
induce severe damage to nearby proteins.

The injectability of hydrogels is critically important for bio-
medical applications. Some researchers are designing shear-
thinning hydrogels that exhibit smooth flowability under shear
stress, i.e., shear-thinning, and can recover when the applied
stress is removed. This prevents spillage of the material from
the applied site in response to high-yield stress.44

Interestingly, the shear-thinning behavior of HA–DAZ and HA–
DAZ/DPI were comparatively higher than that of unmodified
HA (Fig. 4). This shear-thinning behavior likely originated
from hydrophobic interactions between diazirine moieties and
the ionic interaction between the carboxylic groups of HA and
the amine groups of DPI (Fig. 7). Due to their hyperbranched
structure and multiple amine groups, DPIs function as physi-
cal crosslinkers with multiple electrostatic interactions.45

Here, multiple amine groups likely contributed to the efficient
chemical crosslinking between the diazirine moieties of HA–
DAZ after photocuring, thereby altering the bulk structure of
the hydrogel and strengthening its shear-thinning properties.
However, the mechanical strength of the hydrogel decreases
when an excess molar amount of DPI is incorporated, and vice
versa, probably because the excess DPI reduces the probability
of crosslinking between two HA–DAZ chains. Therefore, the
mechanical strength of the hydrogel matrix would have
decreased from the 1.5% to 0.5% HA–DAZ/DPI ratio (Fig. S8†).
In addition, the synthesized HA–DAZ in this research had acyl
urea modification by the side reaction. Moreover, researchers
have reported that the photocrosslinking reaction can be
affected by the presence of acyl urea through quenching the
radicals via intramolecular reactions.46 To minimize intra-
molecular rearrangement reactions with EDC, HOBt is usually
added before the addition of EDC.47,48 Further optimization of
the conjugation reaction condition would increase the
mechanical strength of HA–DAZ after photocuring.

The shear-thinning behavior enables the injection of the
hydrogel through needles and catheters and thereby makes
HA–DAZ suitable for tissue adhesion applications. In addition,
this behavior may also be useful for 3D bioprinting technology
when using dispensers for scaffolding fabrication in tissue
engineering. HA-based photocrosslinking bio-inks for 3D
printing could aid the development of tissue scaffolds due to
their excellent biocompatibility.49,50

Photocured and polymeric tissue adhesives are attracting
increased interest for use in surgery because they can replace

Fig. 7 Schematic illustration of the hypothesized bulk structure of the
HA–DAZ/DPI solution and the photocrosslinked hydrogel.
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conventional sutures and have several advantageous pro-
perties, including anti-infection and hemostatic properties,
and the possibility of rapid wound closure.51 The clinical
application of these tissue adhesives requires that they be bio-
compatible, nonimmunogenic, and do not cause inflam-
mation or other toxicity issues.52 Fibrin glues are widely used
in clinical settings and are known to have good biocompatibil-
ity, but they are not strongly adhesive, and the risk of infection
transmission limits their applicability. Thus, a new type of
bioadhesive is required that possesses tuneable adhesive
strength, but is also fast curing, shows excellent biocompatibil-
ity, and shows high biodegradability. Diazirine-based synthetic
polymer hydrogels have been reported previously by Steele
et al., who developed a diazirine-grafted PLGA film for bioad-
hesion applications.24,30 In such a design, the diazirine moiety
can form a covalent bond between a thin film or hydrogel and
a tissue amine group, thereby increasing adhesiveness.
PAMAM-g-diazirine-based30 formulations were found to have
tuneable shear moduli of 1–100 kPa and maximum shear
adhesion strength of 27 kPa when attached to wet ex vivo
arteries; this was higher than the adhesion strength of fibrin
glue.24,53 Diazirine54-based polymers are as promising as aryl
azide-based polymers44 in this respect. Table S1† compares the
UV light intensity, exposure time, and adhesion strength of
previously reported diazine-based hydrogels with those of HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogels. This comparison suggests that HA–DAZ/
DPI hydrogels can be formed via photoirradiation with rela-
tively low power (6 mW cm−2) using a short exposure time (i.e.,
five minutes). HA shows excellent biocompatibility and
frequently contributes to the maintenance of a moist
environment for effective wound healing.55 For example,
Martínez-Sanz et al.56 reported aldehyde and hydrazide-modi-
fied HA-based hydrogels that were used as a BMP-2 carrier to
promote bone augmentation. Furthermore, Jin et al.57 devel-
oped a tyramine-conjugated HA as an injectable anti-inflam-
matory hyaluronic acid hydrogel for osteoarthritic cartilage
repair. Here, HA–DAZ exhibited excellent cytocompatibility
(Fig. 5) and excellent adhesiveness (Fig. 6). Thus, HA–DAZ/DPI
has potential as biocompatible tissue adhesives.

In fact, recent advances in diazirine-based tissue adhesives
have been remarkable: In vitro bacterial reverse mutation assay
(Ames OECD 471) and skin sensitization analysis have demon-
strated for the first time the excellent safety profile of diazir-
ine-grafted polycaprolactone tetrol.58 In addition, various
liquid additives containing reactive functional groups such as
hydroxyl, thiol, amine, or acrylate are being combined with
diazirine derivatives, and the chemical structure design of dia-
zirine-based tissue adhesives is becoming increasingly
diverse.59 Iridium photocatalysts have also been reported to
allow photoreaction of diazirine with blue visible light at
445 nm,60 avoiding the use of UV-A, as well as the possibility
of using diazirine as an adhesive that does not react in room
light but does react in sunlight.61 Finally, the use of diazirine-
based photocurable tissue adhesives for the fixation of trans-
parent bone pins was reported as a potential medical appli-
cation.62 Considering that recent studies have demonstrated

the safety and biocompatibility of diazirine-based light-cured
tissue adhesives, which have long been pointed out,63 the HA–
DAZ reported in this study is a diazirine conjugate with HA,
which is widely used in the body. Further studies as an
adhesive are expected.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we report the first design and synthesis of an
injectable photocrosslinking HA–DAZ and DPI system. The
HA-DAZ solution described here formed a physical hydrogel,
likely due to electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, and
exhibited shear-thinning and self-healing properties as well as
good cytocompatibility. It was also photocurable via photocros-
slinking between a UV-activated diazirine moiety and the
primary amine group. After photocuring, the HA-DAZ hydro-
gels exhibited improved self-healing, shear-thinning, and cyto-
compatibility relative to the HA–DAZ solution. In addition, the
HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel exhibited excellent bioadhesiveness due
to a reaction between the primary amine groups of tissue pro-
teins and the diazirine of HA–DAZ. Consequently, the HA–
DAZ/DPI hydrogel also showed a higher burst pressure than
fibrin glue. In summary, the novel photocrosslinkable, inject-
able, and shear-thinning HA–DAZ/DPI hydrogel reported here
is a promising candidate for tissue sealant applications.
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